Investment in increasingly advanced long-range precision fires represents a paradigm shift in adversary capabilities that threatens American naval primacy. The concept of Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations (EABO) aims to counter peer and near-peer competitors by employing mobile, persistent, and low-signature forces from austere locations within an adversary’s weapons engagement zone (WEZ) in support of the naval force. The establishment and sustainment of mobile expeditionary advanced bases (EAB) to host these forces presents numerous challenges to Marine Corps planners. Examining the first operation that utilized an air assault to establish an operational airfield behind enemy lines provides potential insights to the employment of EABO in the absence of established doctrine. In a global environment that will require the Marine Corps to persist at extreme long-range within an adversary's WEZ, Operation THURSDAY provides a relevant historical example for the pivotal role assault support aviation must play in EABO. The utilization of assault support aviation during the Burma campaign of 1944 demonstrates the viability of establishing mobile operating bases within an adversary’s WEZ, assault support aviation’s capability to conduct long-range sustainment and evacuation of maneuver forces, and the ability of dispersed, low-signature forces to contribute to the single-battle concept.

On the night of 4 March 1944, 77 Brigade of British MajGen Orde Wingate’s Special Force—the Chindits—was staged at their pickup zone in Lalaghat, India. American CG-4A Waco gliders and the C-47s that would tow them to their objective area waited to transport the Chindits to their destination 160 miles behind Japanese lines in occupied Burma. It had been almost a year since Wingate’s original, ground inserted, long-range penetration into Burma ended as beleaguered troops waded across the Chindwin River and back into India. The inability of the lightly equipped force to logistically sustain themselves or evacuate their wounded in such an austere environment negated much of the initial successes of the bold plan by the eccentric British commander. Wingate, however, would not be deterred. Convinced that a highly mobile, low-signature force inserted deep behind Japanese lines could completely reshape the war in Burma, Wingate secured a personal guarantee of American air support from the commander of U.S. Army Air Forces, GEN Henry “Hap” Arnold. The 1st Air Commando Group was tailor-made to address the challenges the Chindits faced in 1943 through a unique command relationship that would directly support Wingate’s soldiers in an air assault named Operation THURSDAY.

Appointed by GEN Arnold to assemble a task force for operations in Burma, U.S. Army Colonels Cochran and Allison set to work to assemble an air group comprised of troop-carrying gliders, transport and attack aircraft, and even six experimental YR-4 helicopters. Early in 1944, the Army air group—origi-
nally designated the 5318th Provisional Air Unit—arrived in theater and set to work to support the Chindit air assault into Burma. Utilizing gliders, American pilots would transport one brigade of Chindits deep behind Japanese lines to three landing zones where attached engineers of the American 900th Airborne Engineer Aviation Company would rapidly construct EABs capable of supporting C-47 operations. These EABs, designated Broadway, Piccadilly, and Chorwinghee, would facilitate the arrival of troops and supplies required to establish a base of operations for the devastating attacks Wingate had planned against the Japanese. In execution, the Chindits established an EAB in less than a day through which the 1st Air Commando Group transported 539 troops and 29,972 pounds of supplies within the first twenty-four hours. After all EABs were established, “one hundred glider and almost six hundred Dakota sorties flew in nine thousand troops and eleven hundred animals” in less than five days. These locations were not permanent, however, and all were abandoned when their purpose was fulfilled. EABO intends to duplicate procedures within the WEZ of Japanese artillery bases despite their continued presence to facilitate the sustainment EABs far from logistical hubs. Despite these difficulties, thirty-seven gliders landed at Broadway and by the next evening, sixty-three C-47s had landed at the freshly constructed 4,700 foot, fully lit runway. This EAB and the subsequently constructed landing zone at Chorwinghee enabled three brigades of Chindits to rapidly move against targets in the vulnerable Japanese rear area.

While air assaults were not conducted by the Marine Corps until the introduction of rotary-wing vertical envelopment during the Korean War, World War II glider-borne air assaults provide relevant lessons as the Marine Corps begins to codify EABO procedures. Developed by Germany prior to World War II, an air assault at the Belgian fortress of Eben Emael enabled over 400 German troops in 41 DFS 230 gliders to conduct a *coup de main*, which overwhelmed startled defenders and set the conditions for an armored blitzkrieg that would devastate Western Europe. Allied planners quickly understood the utility of gliders to conduct internal transportation of supplies and equipment to areas inaccessible to powered aircraft. Moreover, it allowed commanders to mass combat power while maintaining unit integrity that proved challenging in paratroop operations. This technology convinced GEN Arnold that air power could demonstrate the ability of assault support aviation “to support sizable units for an extended period behind enemy lines.” Assault support aviation not only occupied Burma but actively threatened India with invasion. The primary goal of the Chindits was to inflict considerable damage to enemy lines of communication in support of adjacent commanders. The inevitable confusion caused by thousands of specially trained and equipped Commonwealth troops inserted suddenly within the enemy’s rear area was intended to present a complex dilemma to Japanese commanders.

A cohesive air-ground relationship was critical to the success of Wingate’s maneuver forces during Operation THURSDAY, and it will be fundamental to the conduct of EABO. The operating bases and associated airfields rapidly constructed during Operation THURSDAY, while remote and austere, lacked the fundamental maritime character that defines EABs in EABO. It is critical, however, to understand the contributions of this operation to the strategic level of war against the Empire of Japan. Allied leaders were presented numerous challenges as they sought to defeat Japanese forces that not only occupied Burma but actively threatened India with invasion. The primary goal of the Chindits was to inflict considerable damage to enemy lines of communication in support of adjacent commanders. The inevitable confusion caused by thousands of specially trained and equipped Commonwealth troops inserted suddenly within the enemy’s rear area was intended to present a complex dilemma to Japanese commanders. A continued Japanese presence in Burma would prove increasingly untenable when cut off from reinforcements required to face Allied Chinese troops under the command of American LTG Joseph Stilwell while simultaneously wedged between additional Chinese forces to their east and LTG William Slim’s Fourteenth Army to their west. Assault support aviation’s contribution

... thousands of specially trained and equipped Commonwealth troops inserted suddenly within the enemy’s rear area was intended to present a complex dilemma to Japanese commanders.
to the single-battle concept through the construction of low-signature, mobile EABs played no small part in setting the favorable conditions throughout the China Burma India Theater. The dramatic actions of the Chindits and American Air Commandos had “profound and consequent effects on other areas and events,” specifically enabling the strategic conditions that allowed the unopposed amphibious landing to seize Rangoon, Burma, during Operation DRACULA the following year. It is critical that planners are not burdened with an overly prescriptive interpretation of EABO. If actions conducted at EABs disproportionately engage an adversary and “enable fleet forces to mitigate risk in a contested environment or seize opportunities elsewhere” it has successfully conducted EABO regardless of its proximity to maritime terrain.

The far eastern corner of the British Raj posed logistical and maneuver challenges that will be mirrored by Marines during EABO. While the character of the modern battlefield is markedly different from that of Burma in 1944, the mobility and flexibility that assault support aviation provides to ground forces is as relevant now as it was on the humid spring evening that the 1st Air Commando Group made history. The actions that occurred during Operation THURSDAY demonstrate the viability of assault support aviation in the establishment of EABs deep within an adversary’s WEZ, aviation’s contribution to long-range sustainment of distributed forces, and the tangible impact of dispersed, low-signature forces to the single-battle concept. It is imperative that Marine leaders understand the ability of aviation to support the MAGTF despite the uncertainties that inevitably accompany any conflict that lies just over the horizon.
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